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A reassuring novelty bedtime book, with knights and dragons, about over coming prejudice and
becoming friendsEvery night, when their daddies tuck them in, Little Knight dreams of fierce
knight eating dragons and Little Dragon dreams of dangerous dragon slaying knights. But one
dark, stormy night, their two worlds collide and Little Dragon and Little Knight discover that they
both have teddy bears and cuddly blankets — and that they’re not scary at all!“It’s silly to hunt
each other!” they tell their daddies.

From the Back CoverEvery night, when their daddies tuck them in, Little Knight dreams of fierce
knight eating dragons . . . and Little Dragon dreams of dangerous dragon slaying knights. But one
stormy night, they make an astonishing discovery  and night time in the time of knights and
dragons is never the same again! A wonderfully reassuring bedtime story for little ones with a
fabulous foldout, flaps and other surprises inside!About the AuthorJane Clarke is the talented
poet and author of successful picture books including Dippy's Sleepover and G.E.M. She has
also written Only Tadpoles Have Tails and Sherman Swaps Shells, in the Flying Foxes series.
Jane currently lives in Kent with two big labradors and a collection of fossils, rocks and shells.
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Debra P./Dragon Nanny, “Awesome. This story is fabulous! It has a great moral to it as well!”

mummy <3, “It has some nice lift the flaps inside and also flocked blankets for the characters. My
3 year old loves this story book. It has some nice lift the flaps inside and also flocked blankets for
the characters.  Lovely illustrations and a nice little story too.”

becky070902, “Lovely book. This is a lovely book, great for reading to toddlers and pre schoolers
at bedtime, especially for boys just into knights.  Beautiful illustrations.”

ClareS, “lovely story. gorgeous illustrations and a lovely story, I'm sure my son will be asking me
to read it again and again”

CB, “Lovely gift. Really lovely story book. Beautiful illustrations and sweet story.”

Mrs Hazel S Paul, “Five Stars. Thankyou”

The book by Andrew Larsen has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 17 people have provided feedback.
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